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About Mixsiu Team Comics

Mixsiu Team Comics or M.T.C.U is a company that 
designs comic books by Osher Naor Doroni 

(Spark). The company is not real at present, but 
the works belong to Osher Naor Doroni. All rights 
reserved to Osher Doroni and Spark Design IL    . 

The books are almost minimalist. All The books are 
digital.

Mixsiu Team Comics is responsible for the 
content it presents such as brochures, 

videos, books, pictures and paintings. Mixsiu 
Team Comics is responsible for the 

publication of figures such as Xenergy, Alix 
Woman, Wing Man, Rona, Darksur and 

more. Mixsiu Team Comics is a subsidiary of 
Spark Design IL.

    All rights reserved 
to Naor Doroni© 2019 by SPARK DESIGN IL & MIXSIU TEAM COMICS
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Reading direction





Many millions of years ago, 
when the universe was created, 
four orders were established 

that control the universe

light, darkness, 
power and life

On a far-off alien planet called Arinso there was a 
hard war and millions of people died. A man named 
Lightman believed that he wanted to build a better 
universe, so he created the Order of Light and with 

him like three other orders.

order of life

order of power

order of darkness

order of light
the story begins in new 

york city 2042 in a 
person named max 

denwil



after a year

Max built a machine that turns 
humans into genetic mutations 

and he failed to experiment 
with himself

Max became a blue 
liquid spilled on the 

floor

Ten years have passed 
and no one has heard 

from Max

I believe I need to 
change the world



Ten years later, Max became a man 
who could control power, energy 

and time

2053 Max went out into the street to see 
that his neighborhood had changed 

and did not understand what had 
happened to him

One day Max went to 
the street and 

almost a taxi hit him



ok!

stop!

Max realized that he had powers on. 
He saw that people had discovered his 

power and he had put the time back 
because he did not want to be known

Later Max met Natasha and 
suggested that she create a 
team to protect the world

Natasha Mirana 
I want you to 
join my team



Since then, Max had 
sewed him a suit

Natasha was born mutated and since her 
body is resistant to fire and electricity 
and she can be invisible Natasha joined 

the Order of Light and she works 
secretly in the media advertising office

Leitman found out about 
Max and suggested that 
he meet in space to talk



We are Xenergy, Alix Woman, and Light-man and we are 
Mixsiu Team

I'll call myself 
EXNERGY and 

together we'll be 
MixSIU TEAm and 

you can join us too

Max met LIGHT-MAN in space 
and offered to choose a 

name for the TEAM



the end!


